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 3. Empty your trash, and restart your computer to ensure Finale is no longer loaded. It's wise to test in safe mode (found in the startup menu) as well. About your crashes, the latest version (9.0.1) does not crash (although it does not work properly either). However, versions 8.0.6 and 9.0.0 have a problem which causes Finale to crash as you describe: if you open a Finale file that has missing pages or
blank pages, Finale will crash. So if you are running version 8.0.6, I'd recommend doing the steps above, as well as updating Finale to the latest version (9.0.1) and then doing the tests again. That will fix the crashing. In addition, your description of how the problem occurs sounds like something else is going on, so you may want to contact Finale Support. Their email address is here. They have a forum
here, and it might be a good idea to post your problem in that forum. Thanks, and I would recommend upgrading to Finale 9.0.1 as soon as possible, if you haven't already done so. Mike Quote: Originally Posted by mike.j I am still in 9.0.0. The crash happened on Finale 8.0.6. Are you suggesting that I upgrade to 9.0.1? Thank you for your help. I have asked the staff at Finale if they have a solution to

the crashing on version 8.0.6, but have not heard anything yet. If you are up for it, it might be worth a shot to try the next release, Finale 9.0.1. It might fix the problem. I don't know, though. I cannot open the file 'Unreliable' that Finale will give me. I just get 'The application Finale could not be opened. The reason: An error occurred while trying to open a resource' message. No program name or
message... Everything seemed to work fine until I started on a new version of my computer. Now Finale loads up but it won't open any of the saved files. Do I need to remove and re-download Finale? The reason for updating my computer was for a couple of other software programs that I had installed. That's why I went to the f3e1b3768c
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